$25,000 - Sustainer Level - Underwriter of one program, seminar or workshop
- Linked name/logo on UNC World View website of one virtual or in-person program, seminar or workshop
- Name/logo recognition by sponsor level on participant program material of one virtual or in-person program, seminar or workshop
- Opportunity to welcome participants at the program, seminar or workshop
- Ten waived registrations for UNC World View-sponsored program

$10,000 - Signature Level - Sponsor of one program, seminar or workshop
- Linked name/logo on UNC World View website of one virtual or in-person program, seminar or workshop
- Name/logo recognition by sponsor level on participant program material of one virtual or in-person program, seminar or workshop
- Opportunity to introduce a presenter at the program, seminar or workshop
- Four waived registrations for UNC World View-sponsored program

$5,000 - Ambassador Level - Sponsor of one program, seminar or workshop
- Linked name/logo on UNC World View website of one virtual or in-person program, seminar or workshop
- Name/logo recognition by sponsor level on participant program material of one virtual or in-person program, seminar or workshop
- Two waived registrations for UNC World View-sponsored program

$2,500 - Champion Level - Sponsor of one program, seminar or workshop
- Linked name/logo on UNC World View website of one virtual or in-person program, seminar or workshop
- Name/logo recognition by sponsor level on participant program material of one virtual or in-person program, seminar or workshop
- One waived registration for UNC World View-sponsored program

$1,000 - Advocate Level - Sponsor of one program, seminar or workshop
- Name listed on UNC World View website of one virtual or in-person program, seminar or workshop
- Name recognition by sponsor level on participant program material of one virtual or in-person program, seminar or workshop

$500 - Explorer Level - Sponsor of one program, seminar or workshop
- Name recognition by sponsor level on participant program material of one virtual or in-person program, seminar or workshop

Thank you for supporting global educators.

Tax deductions applicable specific to individual programs